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King County Metro is the only universally accessible transport
operator that allows anyone to travel throughout the county in a
variety of publicly-funded modes of transport.

Background

Branding message

King County Metro is the public transport operator of

Talking points should include reliability and accessibility

its eponymous county in Washington State. The county

in the system. It should feel universal, yet leave room for

itself is the 13th most populous in the country. It’s metro

local pride.

system serves a ridership of over half a million riders
every day in 2017. This number will only rise, as King
County’s most populous city, Seattle, also experienced
a population growth rate of 2.5 percent last year. Public
transport remains an alternative to driving, especially
for those in Seattle, named 5th worst in the nation for
traffic. As it stands, King County residents concede
to a public transport system widely accepted to be
late (in the case of buses), or limited (in the case of the
Link Light Rail). However, local governments remain
committed to increasing infrastructure for alternative
modes of transport. For example, in 2018, nearly twice
as many people used public transport to commute than
work, and the Light Rail is slowly but surely expanding.
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Key words
Reliable, accessible, and universal. Local and public.
Organized and well-run.

Identity
elements

King
County
Metro

The combinations of these elements are
what will signal ‘King County Metro’ to
everyone in the county.

Colors

Typography

Lato Regular
AaBbCc
0123

Imagery
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Lato Bold
AaBbCc
0123

Lato Bold
AaBbCc
0123

Logo
Marrying a classic ‘m’ with a hint at King
County’s name creates a logomark that’s
both clear and unique to the county’s
metro system.
Logomark
Given the breadth of applications required for the logo, it’s
crucial that the logomark on its own is enough to signify
the metro system. The crown is not only a reference to
the county of the metro’s name, but its second reading
as a human figure is a reminder of King County Metro’s
dedication to serving the whole population.

Logotype

King
County
Metro

The logo type, set in Lato Regular, is flexible in its layout.
Preferably listed in three lines, it can also be displayed all
on one line. When on three lines, the logo is placed with a
close edge to its left. The logotype is never used without the
logomark in an application, but can be featured separately
from it.

Logo color usage
The logo in any form is only set in either orange, navy, (see
color section for more details) or white in order to create
familiarity with the logo among the King County population.
In some cases, the logomark can cropped and used in
experimental ways (see posters). In these settings, the
logomark in full and in one of the three colors specified is
also featured.

King
County
Metro

King County Metro
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Logo Usage

King
County
MMetro

1. Logo lockup
The space between the logomark and logotype is measured
with the width of the metro ‘M’ between the ‘band’ of the
crown and the rightmost side of ‘Metro’.

2. Clear space
For the lockup, logomark, and logotype, the clear-space
(minimum space allowance around the element) is based on
an element within an element in the mark. For the lockup
and logomark, double the height of the logomark’s ‘band’ of
the crown. For the logotype, (since there is no crown band),
the ‘M’ is used.

King
County
Met
Metro

3. Minimum size
To ensure legibility, smallest size the lockup should ever be
is a 0.5” / 36px in height.

King
County
Metro
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King
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Color
To preserve a strong consistency across
all applications, the color palette is
limited and specific. The combination
of our primary colors is the most crucial
language of our branding.

Navy
Pantone
CMYK
RGB
HEX

Orange
2767C
100 82 43 47
22 41 68
162944

Light gray
Pantone
CMYK
RGB
HEX
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Pantone
CMYK
RGB
HEX

White
7443C
12 8 9 0
230 229 229
E6E5E5

Pantone
CMYK
RGB
HEX

Bright white
0000
255 255 255
FFFFFF

1505C
0 72 100 0
235 89 9
EB6209

Typography
Lato, a humanist sans serif, captures the
human-centered services we provide
while maintaining readability and a sense
of reliability. Keeping type limited to
a single typeface reinforces our brand
language in every usage.

Lato Regular

AaBbCc
0123
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
Lato Bold

AaBbCc
0123
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
Lato Black

AaBbCc
0123
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789

Iconography
Consistent and clear iconography is key
to any successful to any brand that relies
on wayfinding. Given that King County
Metro’s largest transportation services
are in the form of buses and the Link
Lightrail, these have been created sideby-side to not only be consistent with
each other but with the logo itself.
Usage
Like the logos, icons are only used filled with solid color in
either navy, orange, or white.

Bus

9

Lightrail

Photography
Our use of imagery is a celebration of
King County that everyone can relate
to, including both the urban and natural
environments unique to the county.
Style
Images allow us to use aspects and strengths of the county
as pattern. Images may not have a clear focal point, but are
singular in content that remains generally consistent in
density across the whole image.

Usage
Images are always used full bleed, and each image should
be the only one in its context. Strong graphic elements can
disrupt the image (see posters and timetable brochures), but
the content of the image should remain clear.
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Applications
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Stationery
A minimalist application that showcases
the essentials of our brand language.
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University District resident,

King Street Center
KSC-TR-0324
201 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104-3856

206-553-3000
King Street Center
201 S. Jackson St.,
Seattle, WA 98104

We are excited to inform you of the expansion of King County Metro within your neighborhood. This will be in the form of a new light rail stop along University Way.
The mass transit system being built by King County Metro is a central piece of the broader
regional transportation network, connecting with local transit providers, Washington State
Department of Transportation (WSDOT), private ride share services, and bike and pedestrian
amenities. Together these services form an integrated regional network serving a population
of over three million people throughout central Puget Sound in addition to business and vacation travelers who have made Sea- Tac Airport among the fastest growing U.S. airports.
3URMHFWVFKHGXOHVDUHLQćXHQFHGE\PDQ\IDFWRUV3DUWLFXODUO\FRPSOH[SURMHFWVVXFKDVOLJKW
rail to Ballard, which entails construction of a new downtown tunnel and water crossing,
require longer timelines to plan, design and construct. Project schedules are also affected
E\FDVKćRZDQGGHEWFDSDFLW\OLPLWDWLRQV7KHWLPHOLQHVSRUWUD\HGLQWKHPDVWHUVFKHGXOH
take all these factors into account and make clear that King County Metro will need to launch
work on many projects in this and the next few years as we simultaneously complete those
that are already underway.
Delivering an ambitious system expansion program of this scale while meeting budget and
schedule expectations for each project will require King County Metro to embrace new ways
of organizing internally, as well as new approaches for working with stakeholders, partners,
jurisdictions, and the planning, design and construction communities. Prior King County
Metro management systems that were used to effectively deliver projects sequentially will
now be adapted to successfully deliver multiple and more extensive projects simultaneously.
King County Metro undertakes this exciting new challenge in an advantageous position.
Over its brief, 20-year history the agency has developed the internal capability and expertise

King
County
Metro
metro.kingcounty.gov

to deliver major new transit projects on schedule and on budget.

Sincerely,
Rob Gannon
King County Metro General Manager
Grace Peer
Transit Specialist
206-522-1933
grace.peer@kingcounty.gov
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Posters
The poster series encourage King County
residents to feel a sense of pride not only
of their bus system, but of their county.
The posters suggest outings in public
spaces, so act as a CTA to use the metro
system.
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Wayfinding
An essential application of our brand.
Here are two examples of wayfinding for
the bus and lightrail, respectively.

52306

Style

234 236

Limiting color to the two cores and white allows Metro
wayfinding to be spotted quickly. Clear hierarchy is key in
a successful bus stop. Here, the icons showing the mode of
transport stay high in the hierarchy. Be choosy with what to
show, with any details not immediately necessary (e.g. bus
stop number) reduced in size and type weight.

Bellevue Way NE &
NE 12th St

Bellevue
Kirkland

255
Downtown Seattle
Kirkland

metro.kingcounty.gov
206-533-3000
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Kirkland
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Bus driver ID
A large and personal image of the
employee is not only easier for
identification, but also makes the item
more personal to the individual.
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Orca Card
A simple design that’s easily recognized.
The Orca branding aligns with the overall
branding of King County Metro, but has
a unique play on the animal from which it
gets its name.
Branding
The King County Metro color way is always present in
some form, and at the very least, the logomark is present.
The Orca logo and graphic pattern are only used in Orca
branded material.
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Timetables
Printed pamphlets that makes timetable
information accessible, and also
celebrates the uniqueness of each route.
Concept

372

Route Timetable
Feb 15 – Jun 6 2019

The photographic background (following imagery style on
page 9) of each pamphlet features a sight along that route.
The imagery acts to differentiate each route conceptually,
and each timetable pamphlet.

Usage
Commonly, many timetables are shown all together in
spaces from grocery stores, information centers, and in the
buses themselves.

Wallingford
Fremont
Seattle Paciﬁc
Seattle Center
Magnolia
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631

Route Timetable
Feb 15 – Jun 6 2019

31
& 32

Route Timetable
Feb 15 – Jun 6 2019

Burien Transit
Center
Highline Medical
Center
Gregory Heights

Feb 15 – Jun 6 2019

Wallingford
Woodinville
Bothell
Lake Forest Park
Lake City
U District
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372

Route Timetable

Fremont
Seattle Paciﬁc
Seattle Center
Magnolia

Website
King County’s Metro system serves a
ridership of over half a million riders
every day in 2017. Given that it’s a
daily staple for so many, there are great
benefits to the metro running smoothly,
from the buses themselves, to the bus
stops, to the website. As it stands, the
site is a nightmare to navigate. The same
information can be found in several
places, and it’s also split into too many
components. The proposed structure
below is built around the most common
use cases for the site, seen in the
secondary pages.
Style
Images allow us to use aspects and strengths of the county
as pattern. Images may not have a clear focal point, but are
singular in content that remains generally consistent in
density across the whole image.

Usage
Images are always used full bleed, and each image should
be the only one in its context. Strong graphic elements can
disrupt the image (see posters and timetable brochures), but
the content of the image should remain clear.
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Bus exterior
What we’ve all been waiting for: the most
iconic usage of the brand
Style
The defining characteristic of the exterior is the focus on
the limited palette of navy and orange, with a highlight of
orange on the top for visibility.
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